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Introduction
Permanent lifting magnets are powerful magnetic devices 
that make quick work of loading and unloading burn/laser 
tables and, when properly installed and operated, provide 
greater safety than many other mechanical material handling 
devices.

This white paper discusses the benefits of implementing 
lifting magnets into manufacturing operations and provides 
an overview of necessary considerations for specifying the 
right magnet to an application.

Benefits
Permanent lifting magnets are ideal for carrying semi-
finished products such as machined parts, castings, press 
molds, steel plates, bars, and tubes. They can also add 
safety and efficiency to cutting table operations. Permanent 
magnet systems require fewer operators and helpers than 
other material handling solutions. They lift and transfer a 
wide variety of iron and steel parts without slings, hooks or 
cables – and without marring the product’s surface. There 
is no requirement for an outside power source, thus no 
concern for dropping parts due to a power outage. 

Using permanent lifting magnets reduces workplace 
hazards because staff are less inclined to break safety 

protocols by climbing or walking on burn 
tables during loading and unloading tasks. 
More labor-intensive loading/unloading 
procedures bring greater risks of injury from 
tripping hazards and repetitive motions.

Magnet Selection
There are a variety of key factors to consider when selecting 
a permanent lifting magnet. Dimensions, weight, shape, 
material thickness, temperature, surface condition and 
contact area of the item to be lifted must all be evaluated 
at the start of the selection process. Material thickness 
is especially important as thinner steel does not allow full 
magnetic saturation, thus lower holding force. Derate values 
are model specific and can usually be found in product 
literature. The increased flexibility of thinner materials often 
requires multiple evenly spaced magnets on a spreader 
beam or magnets with large contact surfaces to maintain 
flatness and prevent peeling away from the magnet face. 

Material temperature is important as permanent magnets 
field strength is reduced as temperatures increase. As 
the magnet cools back down, it will typically return to 
full strength at room temperatures. However, if rare earth 
magnets reach temperatures of 175 degrees F or higher, 
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that loss of strength will likely be permanent. Ceramic based 
magnets have a higher temperature limit and are much better 
suited for burn table applications. These application details, 
plus process flow and floor space considerations, will help 
manufacturers develop a clear understanding of the safety and 
efficiency goals for the customer. Once a purchase is made, 
a short follow up training on lift magnet operation, inspection 
and maintenance will help assure the success of the new 
equipment.

Options 
Permanent lifting magnets vary in size, capabilities, 
requirements, price and more. Most are standard, in stock 
models, available for immediate delivery. However, custom 
options and add-ons are available for specific applications. 
Pole Shoes for handling round tubing, pipe and bar stock, pole 
extensions for high temperature applications, and contoured 
pole adapters for odd-shaped parts are just a few. Spreader 
beams and custom lift eyes are common as well to increase 
safety and efficacy in certain applications.

There are three common lift magnet categories to explore 
based on the application: lever-operated, automatic and full 
coverage.

Lever-Operated 
A lever-operated permanent lifting magnet, the most affordable 
option, is effective for handling single parts. Manually operated 
permanent lift magnets offer high capacity and versatility in 
relation to their size and cost. They are available in both rare 
earth and ceramic. As the operator flips the lever, the internal 
magnetic elements align to force magnetism into the part 
to lift it or pull the magnetism out of the part to release it.  
Manufacturers include handle locking mechanisms to prevent 
accidental part release. Some models have carefully designed 
circuits and levers that minimize handle backlash. 

Automatic 
Automatic permanent lifting magnets can be considered an 
upgrade over the lever operated magnets. These models have 
an internal actuator that extends and retracts with the lifting 
and lowering of the hoist. The internal actuator serves as 
the lever and orients the magnetic elements to lift or release 
the parts each time the magnet is cycled. Since no operator 
is needed to flip an external lever, this style is an excellent 
selection for loading and unloading sheets and cut parts from 
burn tables, and anywhere else operators have limited access. 
These models can be used singly or in multiples on a spreader 
beam. With ceramic construction and large contact areas, 
these models excel in elevated temperature cutting table 
environments.
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Full Coverage 
Full coverage permanent lifting magnets take automatic, 
hands-free operation to the next level as they can clear 
large areas of cut parts from a burn table in a single lift. Full 
coverage systems are designed to handle cut parts and 
skeletons as well, depending on sheet and table size. Full 
Coverage Magnets only require an overhead hoist and an air or 
electric supply for system activation.  

These powerful systems utilize a large full-contact magnetic 
surface area, with no gaps in coverage, to unload the table 
quickly and efficiently. Production facilities looking to gain 
maximum torch time can drastically reduce loading and 
unloading time and keep operators off the table by utilizing 
a full coverage system. The ceramic magnet circuit can 
withstand material temperature fluctuations and alleviates 
power failure concerns.

Maintenance 
Regardless of the permanent lifting magnet you choose, 
operator training, a periodic inspection schedule and basic 
proactive maintenance are crucial to maintaining peak safety 
and productivity and achieving years of trouble-free operation. 
Confirm your magnet is in compliance with the guidelines 
found in ASME B30.20, Below the Hook Lifting Devices. 
Contact us for more information about permanent lifting 
magnets, email eriez@eriez.com or call 814-835-6000.
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Sidebar: General Safety Guidelines 
• The lifting magnet face and lifting magnet contact area on  
 the load must be clean.

• No person should ever stand on top of a lifted workpiece. 

• Do not use two lifting magnets simultaneously without the  
 use of a properly designed spreader beam. 

• Avoid placing the magnet in shear. 

• The operator should avoid carrying the load over people. 

• Do not allow load or magnet to meet any obstruction. 

• Care should be taken to make certain the load is correctly  
 distributed for the lifting magnet being used. 

• Avoid uneven lifts.

Sidebar: Case Study: Burn Table Full Coverage Lift Magnet System 
When one of North America’s premiere suppliers of carbon 
steel parts-to-print needed a lift magnet for its plasma cutting 
table, management chose an Eriez Full Coverage Lift Magnet. 

The work at one of the company’s tables involves cutting strips 
out of a 60-inch by 360-inch sheet of 3/16-inch thick steel. 
These strips range in widths from 6 to 12 inches, mostly the 
full 360-inch length. None of the lifting magnets they owned 
at the time were  appropriate for this application due to the 
thin steel and long flexible parts. After some research, they 
found the right magnet for the job: an Eriez Full Coverage Lift 
Magnet.

The new magnet was a game-changer in terms of improved 
safety and reduced labor requirements. Prior to installing the 
Eriez system, parts removal involved two operators manually 
removing 360-inch-long strips of steel from the cutting table 
and stacking them on a long skid. The process sometimes 
involved the operators walking on the cutting table, something 
management wanted to avoid at all costs. The Eriez system 
enables operators to unload the long strips without having to 
climb up on the table.

The magnet system also reduces the unload time of a 60-inch 
by 360-inch sheet from 1.5 hours down to about 15 minutes. 
This time reduction adds incredible efficiency to the operation, 
allowing the team to more than quadruple previous output on 
this table. 
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About Eriez®

Established in 1942, Eriez is a global leader in separation technologies. Our commitment to innovation has positioned us 
as a driving market force in several key technology areas, including magnetic separation, flotation, metal detection and 
material handling equipment. The company’s 900+ employees are dedicated to providing trusted technical solutions to the 
mining, food, recycling, packaging, aggregate and other processing industries. Headquartered in Erie, Pennsylvania, USA, 
Eriez designs, manufactures, and markets on six continents through 12 wholly owned international subsidiaries and an 
extensive sales representative network. For more information, visit www.eriez.com. 


